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In the Annex building alongside
and East of the Sanctuary

All Are Welcome!
In fact, invite a friend.

6:30 to 7:30 every
Wednesday Evening

OOCC-Prophecy-Flyer.cdr

If you desire to know more please
contact us or visit Otis Orchards
Community Church.

WWW.OTISCHURCH.COM/RESOURCES/PROPHECY

ABOUT TOM:ABOUT TOM:
Tom Elseroad, Pastor and Bible
teacher for nearly 40 years is
married to his lovely wife Karen,
and have two daughters in the
greater Spokane area.

Tom has created thousands of
visual aids related to bible doctrine
and expositional studies. Many of
these have been used around the
world by pastors, missionaries,
and for Bible study. Several have
been translated into other
languages.

We will use high definition
graphics as aids in our study of
Bible prophecy. And these
graphics will be made available
to all on the Otis Church web site.
(www.otischurch.com).

Asking questions is encouraged.
In this format we will try to avoid
public debate.
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BOOK STUDIES:BOOK STUDIES:

NATIONS:NATIONS:

UNDERSTANDING
PROPHECY:
UNDERSTANDING
PROPHECY:

PURPOSE STATEMENT:PURPOSE STATEMENT:

TERMS:TERMS:

PERIODS:PERIODS:

JUDGMENTS:JUDGMENTS:

EVENTS:EVENTS:

PEOPLE:PEOPLE:

Studies in Daniel, Matthew,
Ezekiel, Isaiah, Thessalonians,
Revelation, etc.

What about America, Israel,
Babylon, etc.

Bible prophecy is a large part of the
of God's inspired written Word. Our
understanding must be one that
makes sense historically,
linguistically, and theologically. We
must examine the words, grammar,
thought flow, type of literature, and
the overall message of the Bible. 

Bible Prophecy proclaims God as
Sovereign Creator and Judge of all.
It assures humanity of his love,
mercy, and faithfulness, and it
motivates the believer to live a godly
life in Jesus Christ.

Apostasy, Birth pangs, Come like
a thief, End of the Age, Imminence,
Last trumpet, Mark of the Beast,
Technology, the wrath of God, etc.

Bible prophecy cannot be properly
discussed without taking in both
the Old and New Testaments and
surveying the prophetic teaching.
A study of Bible prophecy should
be a humbling experience as one
cannot know “everything” in
Scripture.
Still, God gave us these prophecies
for our betterment, to prepare us
not only for the future but also for
today. 

Daniel's 70th Week, the 2300
days, Beginning of Sorrows, Great
Tribulation, Millennial Kingdom,
New Jerusalem, etc.

The Trumpets, the Bowls, the
future battles Edom,
Armageddon, Gog and Magog etc.

Abomination of Desolation,
Cosmic Signs, The Day of the
Lord, the Fall of Babylon, the
Seals, The Rapture of the
Church, etc.

The 2 Witnesses, the four beasts
(Daniel), the 144,000, Antichrist
and False Prophet, the
Restrainer, the Woman and the
Dragon, etc.

Prophecy is not an end in itself,
but supports a more important
goal. God's primary purpose in
dealing with humanity is to
reconcile us to Himself through
salvation in Christ. Bible prophecy
serves that larger purpose. So,
prophecy should lead us closer to
Christ, so that we lean more on
Him. The most important thing
about prophecy is not about
 nations, and not about the future
— it is about repentance,
faith, salvation, and life right now.
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